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Abstract: The paper presents the idea of reference model of project prototyping problem for the projects that 
are at risk of failure. The hierarchical structure of declarative model connects two fields: functionalities  
of a typical service enterprise and management system of project execution in the enterprise. The functional-
ities as separate Constraints Satisfaction Problems (CSP) are described. CSP contains the sets of decision 
variables, their domains and constraints, which link these variables. The separated problems described  
as CSP, then in single main CSP are integrated. On the other hand, these problems can decompose into  
the subproblems concerning the functionalities of different fields. The open structure of model enables  
to solve the decision problems with different level of specificity. The decision problem can regard a query 
about the results of proposed decisions as well as the decisions guaranteeing the expected results. A declara-
tive kind of proposed reference model in a natural way allows to implement its in constraint programming 
languages. The possibility of this approach illustrates an example.  

Key words: project management, reference model, constraints satisfaction problem, constraint programming, 
alternative projects, knowledge base, decision support system, allocation planning. 

 
1 Introduction 
 
In the activity of present organizations more and more 
importance takes projects. A project is a sequence  
of unique, complex, and connected activities having 
one goal and that must be completed by a specific time, 
within budget, and according to specification [11]. 
Hence, there is an increase of the demand for new 
knowledge that enables solution of the problems during 
the complex project execution. In this case,  
the knowledge concerning project management has  
the particular significance. Especially, the identification  
of project success or failure is desirable, what is usually 
connected with specific methods and techniques. 

Many cases of projects indicate that fewer than half  
of projects met cost and schedule targets [6, 13, 17, 20 
and 23]. The findings of various other authors indicate 
that projects which overrun are more common than 
projects which complete within original time scales, 
overruns likely to be between 40% and 200% [16];  
for instance, only one third of World Bank projects met 
their aims, with typical delays of 50%. Another survey 
showing only 17% of projects meeting all three aspects 
of the project triangle (cost, time, and scope), with 
typical cost overruns as high as 189% [7]. In the case  
of software projects, the surveys on estimation perfor-

mance report that 60-80 percent of all software projects 
encounter effort overruns [8, 12 and 21]. 

Project success or failure depends on many critical 
factors, such as the kind of project, accessibility  
of resources, project management, and environment  
[2, 16]. The reasons for project failure can be generally 
considered in accessibility of resources (e.g. human, 
financial, raw materials) and changeability of the exter-
nal environment. Moreover, unstable requirements, 
lack of well-defined scope, quality of management,  
and skill of the employees can cause project failure. 
Another factor is that an enterprise, which carries out  
a few projects, can change the priority of a project. 

The effective project development requires planning 
that supports, among other things, the estimation  
of project progress, resources, time, etc., which are 
fundamental to guide the project activities. To reduce 
project overruns, there are two ways to approach  
the problem. The first way is to increase the accuracy  
of the estimates through a better estimation process  
and the second, to increase the project control.  

It is unrealistic to expect very accurate estimates  
of project effort because of the inherent uncertainty  
in development projects, and the complex and dynamic 
interaction of factors that influence on its development.  
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However, even small improvements will be valuable, 
especially by large-scale projects. More accurate fore-
casting supports the project managers in planning  
and monitoring the project, for instance, in the project 
price set, required cost, resource allocation or schedule 
arrangement.  

If the project does not develop according to the plan, 
there is a need for project rescuing. The subject of pro-
ject rescuing in preventing phase usually focuses on the 
issues of starting with well-defined requirements, more 
accurate planning and controlling of project execution 
or frequent meetings between project team members 
[10]. In case of essential variance between the original 
project schedule of due tasks and the actual project 
schedule of done tasks, there are a few simple rules, 
e.g. add resources to reduce the resource bottlenecks  
or change the requirements and the commitment  
to customers [15, 24]. However, in the research works 
is a lack of the approach that will generate a set of al-
ternative variants of project completion and support  
the decision-maker. The alternative variant is consid-
ered as a modification of the original project that can 
regard time, cost or scope of a project. 

Rapidly changing expectations related to supporting 
strategic decisions, as well as aiming to reduce cost and 
investment risk, result in the need to make a task-
oriented decision support system. Most of the publica-
tions have separately considered the fields of enterprise 
and project management. This results in a separate 
knowledge base respectively for an enterprise and pro-
ject management. Consequently, it implies the difficul-
ty of implementation of these fields within a single tool 
that is used for decision support. Hence, there is  
a need to build a single model that combines the fields 
of enterprise and project management, and that pro-
vides a base for making a task-oriented decision sup-
port system. 

The paper is organized as follows. A reference model 
concerning an enterprise and project management, which 
is described in a standard form of the so-called constraint 
satisfaction problem, is presented in section 2. A project 
prototyping problem is formulated in section 3.  
A method for obtaining alternative variants of projects  
is shown in section 4. An illustrative example of the 
approach, which presents a possibility of decision prob-
lem specification in the straight and in the reverse way,  
is presented in section 5. Finally conclusions and future 
research are presented in section 6. 

 

2 Reference model 
 
An enterprise as a complex system [3] may be de-
scribed by multiple criteria regarding its structure and 
environment, as well as allowing for a variety of enter-
prise classifications. The exemplary fields of a enter-
prise activity, its environment and classification are 
shown in Fig. 1.  

Note that each area can be described by a set of criteria, 
measures hereinafter referred to as decision variables. 
An example might regard a determination of the enter-
prise’s size by number of employees, annual turnover 
or production volume. Moreover, these areas can be 
interrelated, e.g. volume of materials purchased  
in a given time depends on information concerning  
the planned sale, manufacturing (among others things 
available capacity) or stocks of these materials in stor-
age. 

In the same way, it is also possible to consider project 
management issues. According to the Project Manage-
ment Institute [14], project management consists  
of nine knowledge areas (see Fig. 2).  

The project implementation follows according to kind 
of the enterprise and its resources. For this reason, the 
fields of enterprise activity influence on the fields  
of project management. For instance, the type of enter-
prise activity determines the feasibility of a project. 
Also size or type of organisation determines a project 
execution, because small private business by financial 
and personal constraint, cannot assure the available 
resources for large-scale project, for example, airport 
building. 

The proposed approach combines the fields of an en-
terprise and project management in form of single plat-
form – the reference model. This way seems to be 
natural in case of an enterprise that executes projects 
and solves standard decision-making problems.  
In this case, a knowledge base is created that in addi-
tion to the inference strategies allows to implement  
a decision support system more efficient. 

The fields of enterprise activity and project manage-
ment (see Fig. 1 and 2) regard a general case, that al-
lows describing any type of project in any enterprise. 
To illustrate an idea of a connection these fields  
into one reference model, the general case is thereinaf-
ter limited to the medium service enterprises, which 
implement software project.  
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Figure 1. Fields of enterprise activity 
(source: self study) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Description of project management 
(source: self study with the use of [14])  

Enterprise 

Environment 
- political 
- economical 
- technological 
- social  
- nature 

Functionality fields 
- procurement 
- manufacturing 
- sales 
- warehouse management 
- marketing 
- finance 
- human resources 
- accounting

Size 

- micro 
- small 
- medium 
- large 

Type of organization 
- private 
- cooperative 
- local government 
- public 

Type of activity 

- production 
- trading 
- services 

Type of legislation 

- company limited by guarantee 
- company limited by shares 
- limited-liability company 

Organizational structure 

- bureaucratic 
- functional  
- divisional  
- matrix 
- mixed 

Localizations 
- one place 
- multi place 
- network

Internationalization  

- national 
- international 
- multinational 
- global 
 

Project management 

Integration management 
- developing the project plan  
- executing the project  

and producing deliverables  
- monitoring the progress 
- integrating change controls  
- closing the project 

Scope management 
- scope defining 
- creating work breakdown 

structures 
- verifying and controlling the 

scope 

Time management 
- defining activity 
- estimating the duration  

of activities 
- estimating resource activities 
- developing and controlling 

schedules 

Cost management 
- estimating costs 
- budgeting costs 
- controlling costs in a project 

Quality management 
- planning quality 
- assuring quality 
- controlling quality 

Human resource management 
- resource planning 
- resource acquiring 
- developing and managing  

the project team 

Communications management 
- communications planning 
- information distribution 
- reporting performance 
- stakeholder management 

Risk management 
- risk identification 
- risk analysis 
- risk response planning 
- risk monitoring and control 
 

Procurement management 
- procurement planning 
- solicitation planning 
- source selection 
- contract administration 
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Figure 3. Hierarchical structure of reference model 
(source: self study) 

 

Both in enterprise and in project management, some 
functionalities occur. They may regard the same field, 
e.g. human resource management (both for the admin-
istrative divisions of enterprise, and for a project)  
as well as they may make a separate field, e.g. sales 
planning or project integration management.  

An exemplary set of functionalities in enterprise  
and project management is presented in Fig. 3.  
The management fields are combined by constraints 
that are distinguished in Fig. 3 as C1. For instance, the 
number of employees of enterprise should be greater 
than demand connected with project implementation. 
Another example of constraint, that links both consid-
ered fields, may concern greater number of financial 
means in the enterprise than the expenditure of a pro-
ject. The functionalities concerning enterprise and pro-
ject management include common elements strictly 
regarding the management, what by C11, C12 is distin-
guished in Fig. 3. For instance, human resource man-
agement encompasses planning, organizing, staffing, 
leading, motivation, and controlling. Application  
of these elements takes place in terms of enterprise 
activity fields (see Fig. 1). In this case, human resource 
management depends on, among other things, envi-
ronment (e.g. circumstances on domestic and interna-
tional market) or the kind of enterprise (different 
staffing policy in private and public organization). 
Implementation of other functionality concerning sales 
planning bases on, for example, the kind of enterprise 

activity; in the case of production enterprise, the sales 
planning should take into account e.g. a workplace 
schedule. 

In the same way, the relationships linking different 
functionalities in the project management may be de-
scribed, what by C12 is distinguished in Fig. 3. In this 
case, the functionalities depend on management ele-
ments such as planning or controlling as well as these 
are determined by the kind of a project, for example, 
integration management or time management are dif-
ferent for software project and building project. 

The enterprise model can be described by its resources. 
The project model is created from the requirements  
of the client. In these models, some parameters  
are determined, among which a set of decision varia-
bles and constraints may be distinguished. The con-
straints connect the variables that describe the capacity 
of the enterprise as well as the variables that concern 
the conditions of project implementation. For instance, 
the number of the enterprise’s employees limits  
the duration of the project. This means that fulfilment  
of specified constraints enables project completion ac-
cording to client requirements.  

A way of model specification regards in general a dec-
laration of the sets of decision variables, their domains, 
and constraints that imposed on subsets of variables.  
In this context, it seems natural to classify some deci-
sion problems as Constraints Satisfaction Problem 
(CSP). 

Human management 

Project management 

Relationships  
binding types of man-

agement (C12) 

Sales planning 
Time management 

Integration management 

Relationships linking enterprise  
with implemented therein project (C1) 

Enterprise management 

Human management Relationships binding 
types of management 

(C11)
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A considered approach of specification, determined  
by constraints of reference model of decision problem, 
enables a simplified description of actuality, i.e. a de-
scription encompasses the assumptions of object, im-
plementing therein tasks, and a set of routine queries 
(the instances of decision problems) that in framework 
of CSP are formulated.  

It is assumed that the reference model for project proto-
typing problem has the structure of constraints satisfac-
tion problem, and it may be described as follows: 

 CSP = ((V, D), C) (1) 

where:  

V  = {v1, v2, ..., vn} – finite set of n variables, 

D  = {D1, D2, ..., Dn} – finite and discrete domains D  
of variables, where Di = {di1, di2, ..., dir}, 

C  = {c1, c2, ..., cm} – finite set of m constraints limit-
ing and linking decision variables. 

Each constraint treated as a predicate can be seen  

as an n-ary relation defined by a Cartesian product D1  

D2  ...  Dn. The solution to the CSP is a vector (d1i, 
d2k, ..., dnj) such that the entry assignments satisfy all 
the constraints C. So, the task is to find the values  
of variables satisfying all the constraints, i.e., a feasible 
valuation. Generally, the constraints can be expressed 
by arbitrary analytical and/or logical formulas as well 
as link variables with different non-numerical events. 

Thus, a constraint can be treated as a logical relation 
among several variables, each one taking a value  
in a given (usually discrete) domain. To solve such  
a problem stated by the set of requirements (con-
straints) that specify a problem at hand, the concept  
of constraint programming (CP) is employed.  

CP is an emergent software technology for declarative 
description CSP and can be considered as a pertinent 
framework for development of decision support system 
software aims. The main idea behind the CP concept  
is based on subsequent phases of constraint propagation 
and variable distribution [18]. 

The assumed model enables descriptive approach to the 
problem statement, encompasses constraint satisfaction 
problem structure and then allows implementation  
of the problem considered in the constraint program-
ming environment. The idea behind the proposed ap-
proach assumes the system considered can be 
represented in terms of a knowledge base (KB).  

KB comprises of facts and rules determining the sys-
tem’s properties and relations linking them respective-
ly. Taking into account the concept of constraints prop-
propagation and variables distribution following from  
the constraint programming languages it is easy to note 
that any KB can be represented in a standard form  
of the CSP [22].  

KB can be specified in terms of a system [5]. At the 
input of the system are the variables regarding the fun-
damental attributes of the object that are known and 
given by the user. In the considered KB for the enter-
prise-project model, there are, for example, variables 
concerning the amount of an enterprise’s resources  
or the project structure. The output of the system  
is described by the attributes of the object that are un-
known or are only partially known. In the considered 
case, there can be included variables regarding  
e.g. the cost or time of activity or usage of resources. 

Classification of the decision variables in KB as input-
output variables is arbitrarily made and permits to for-
mulate two classes of standard queries, in a straight  
and in a reverse way, as follows [1, 4]:  

 a straight way (i.e. corresponding to the question: 
what results from premises?), e.g. Does a given re-
sources allocation guarantee the schedule does not 
exceed the given deadline? 

 a reverse way (i.e. corresponding to the question: 
what implies conclusion?), e.g. What times of activ-
ity duration and number of resources guarantee  
the given schedule does not exceed the deadline?  

The above-mentioned categories encompass the differ-
ent reasoning perspectives, i.e. forward and backward 
reasoning. The corresponding queries can be stated  
in the same model that can be treated as composition  
of variables and constraints, i.e. assumed sets of varia-
bles and constraints limiting their values. In this con-
text, the problem statement of project prototyping, 
which is specified in terms of CSP, are presented  
in next section. 

 
3 Problem statement of project prototyping 
 
Presented in Fig. 3, the hierarchical structure of refer-
ence model implies a similar structure concerning con-
straints satisfaction problem. The idea of this approach 
is presented in Fig. 4. 
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Figure 4. Structure of Constraints Satisfaction Problem  
(source: self study) 

 

The reference model in the form of single CSP can be 
described. The CSP consists of enterprise management 
(CSP1) and project management (CSP2). In turn, CSP1 
and CSP2 contain other elements describing the func-
tionalities in the considered areas (CSP11, ..., CSP1n and 
CSP21, ..., CSP2n). 

Assuming two-level structure of reference model  
of project prototyping problem (RMPPP), it may be 
described as follows (see Fig. 3 - 4 and formula 1): 

 RMPPP = ((CSP1, CSP2), C)  (2) 

CSP1 regards the field of enterprise activity, CSP 2 – the 
field of project management, and C describes the con-
straints linking these fields in single Constraints Satis-
faction Problem. This is defined following: 

 CSP1 = (({R1, R2}, {DR1, DR2}), CCSP1) (3) 

where: 

R1  = {r11,1, ..., r1m,h, ..., r1M,H} – a number of m-th 
financial resource (e.g. cash, deposits, short-term 
payments) in h-th time unit (h = 0, 1, ..., H); given  
a set of resources R = (R1, ..., Rk, ..., Rz), 

R2  = {r21,1, ..., r2n,h, ..., r2N,H} – a number of working 
hours for n-th group of employees (e.g. program-
mers) in h-th time unit, 

DR1 – a set of admissible financial means R1,  

r1m,h  DR1, 

DR2 – a set of admissible working hours R2, r2n,h  DR2; 
note that for the known values of decision variables 
the domain is a set with single element. 

CCSP1 – a set of constraints:  

 CCSP1,1 – a number of available financial means  
in enterprise equals a amount of cash (r11,h), deposit 

accounts (r12,h), short-term payments (r13,h) and 
bank loans (r14,h) in h-th time unit: 

 r11,h + r12,h + r13,h + r14,h = r1h  (4) 

 CCSP1,2 – a number of working hours in enterprise  
is not greater than the sum of product of n-th em-
ployees group (analysts – r21,h, consultants – r22,h, 
programmers – r23,h) and a number of hours  
in a working day; it is assumed, a working day 
equals 8 hours plus available 2 hours of overtime 
during a project implementation:  

10 * (r21,h + r22,h + r23,h )  r2h (5) 

In case of project management area (CSP2), a function-
ality concerning scheduling has been chosen. It is as-
sumed, each project Pi consists of J activities: Pi = {Ai,1, 
..., Ai,j, ...,  Ai,J}. Moreover, it is assumed: 

 each activity can be implemented by applying  
at least one of enterprise resources, 

 indivisibility of activity, 

 activity can start its execution only if required num-
ber of resources are available at the moments given 
by Tpi,j and after completed previous activity, 

 each resource can be used by an activity only once, 

 a number of resource used by an activity cannot be 
changed or allotted to other activity. 

The resource can be allotted or released only after 
completion the activity that requires this resource.  
It is assumed, a number of available resources rk,h  
in h-th time unit is known. The planning horizon H 
contains a set of variables concerning the starting mo-
ments of the successive time units. 

 

CSP 

CSP1 CSP2 

CSP11 CSP2n CSP21 CSP1n ... ...
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The field of project management can be described  
as follows: 

 CSP2 = (({Pi, Ai,l, si,j, ti,j, Tpi,j, Tzi,j, Dpi,j},  

 {DPi, DAi, Dsi, Dti, DTpi, DTzi, DDpi}), CCSP2) (6) 

where: 

Pi  – i-th project, 

Ai,j  – j-th activity of i-th project that is specified fol-
lowing: Ai,j = (si,j, ti,j, Tpi,j, Tzi,j, Dpi,j), 

si,j  – the starting time of the activity Ai,j, i.e., the time 
counted from the beginning of the time horizon H, 

ti,j  – the duration of the activity Ai,j, 

Tpi,j = (tpi,j,1, tpi,j,2, ..., tpi,j,z) – the sequence of alloca-
tion moments by the activity Ai,j required the re-
sources: tpi,j,k – the time counted since the moment 
si,j of a number dpi,j,k of the k-th resource allocation 
to the activity Ai,j; that means a resource is allotted 

to an activity during its execution period: 0  tpi,j,k < 
ti,j; k = 1, 2, ..., z, 

Tzi,j = (tzi,j,1, tzi,j,2, ..., tzi,j,z) – the sequence of moments, 
when the activity Ai,j releases the resources: tzi,j,k – 
the time counted since the moment si,j of a number 
dpi,j,k of the k-th resource release by the activity Ai,j; 
that means a resource is released by activity during 

its execution period: 0 < tzi,j,k  ti,j; tpi,j,k < tzi,j,k; k = 
1, 2, ..., z, 

Dpi,j  = (dpi,j,1, dpi,j,2, ..., dpi,j,z) – the sequence of number 
of the k-th resource is allocated to the activity Ai,j: 
dpi,j,k – a number of the k-th resource allocation to 

the activity Ai,j; that assumes: 0  dpi,j,k < Rk; k = 
1, 2, ..., z; 

DPi – a set of admissible number of projects in the en-
terprise, 

DAi – a set of admissible number of activities in i-th 
project, 

Dsi – a set of admissible starting times of activity Ai,j  
in i-th project, 

Dti – a set of admissible duration of activity Ai,j in i-th 
project, 

DTpi – a set of admissible allocation moments to activity 
Ai,j for k-th resource in amount of dpi,j,k, in i-th 
project, 

DTzi – a set of admissible release moments by activity 
Ai,j for k-th resource in amount of dpi,j,k, in i-th 
project, 

DDpi – a set of admissible number of required resources 
by the activity Ai,j in i-th project, 

CCSP2 – a set of constraints:  

 CCSP2,1 – constraint concerning horizon of project 
completion H = {0, 1, ..., h}: 

 si,j  ti,j (si,j + ti,j  H) (7) 

 CCSP2,2 – order constraints: 

- the k-th activity follows the i-th one: 

si,j + ti,j  si,k (8) 

- the k-th activity follows other activities: 

si,j + ti,j  si,k 

si,j+1 + ti,j+1  si,k (9) 

... 

si,j+n + ti,j+n  si,k 

- the k-th activity is followed by other activities: 

si,k + ti,k  si,j 

si,k + ti,k  si,j+1 (10) 

... 

si,k + ti,k  si,j+n 

In the reference model of project prototyping, the con-
straints C are the elements linking CSP1 and CSP2 (see 
formula 2).  

These constraints contain: 

C1 –  the financial means for i-th project r1h,i cannot be 
greater than total value of admissible in the en-
terprise financial means r1h in h-th time unit: 

 r1h,i  r1h  (11) 

C2 – an admissible number of working hours r2h,i for  
i-th project and n-th group of employees cannot 
be greater than total number of admissible in  
the enterprise working hours r2h in h-th time unit: 

 r2n,h,i  r2h (12) 

It is assumed, for each i-th project there are l alternative 
variants its implementation Pl,i. Alternative variant is 
understood as project, which parameters concerning 
time, cost or scope are different from the parameters  
of original project. 

The routine queries can be formulated in the straight 
and reverse way for considered RMPPP. In case of the 
straightway, the considered problem regards the answer 
to the following question: is there a schedule meeting 
constraints for given values of variables, and if so, what 
are its parameters? 
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Figure 5. Reference model for declarative statement of project prototyping project 
(source: self study) 

 

This question can be expanded to the next, for instance, 
does a given schedule not exceed the given deadline H, 
financial resources r1 and working-hours r2 in time  
unit h? It allows a class of multicriteria problems to be 
taken into consideration.  

If for the straight way there is no schedule, then is as-
sumed that original project execution is at risk of fail-
ure. Thus, a question concerning the reverse way can 

be formulated: what values of variables guarantee  
the completion of the project by given constraints?  
The choice of variables, which values are changed 
according to assumed constraints, depends on the con-
sidered problem, and in an arbitrary way is determined. 

The method concerning the determination of admissible 
solutions for the above-described problem in terms  
of cost estimating is presented in next section.  

 
Figure 6. Project prototyping procedure for projects at risk of failure 

(source: self study) 
 

No 

START

Determination of values of decision variables guaranteeing the completion of the 
project by assumed constraints (reverse way) 

Is there any schedule for assumed con-
straints? (straight way) 

TERMINATE 

Yes 

No

Is there more than one admissible solution? 

Yes 

Optimal alternative variant 

The criterion for evaluation of the variant 

C = {(11), (12)} 

CSP1 = (({R1, R2}, {DR1, DR2}), {(4), (5)})

CSP2 = (({Pi, Ai,l, si,j, ti,j, Tpi,j, Tzi,j, Dpi,j}, {DPi, DAi, Dsi, Dti, DTpi, DTzi, DDpi}), {(7), (8), (9), (10)}) 
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Figure 7. Example of project prototyping 
(source: self study) 

 
4 Method of obtaining feasible solutions  

of project  
 
The planning issue and then the successive monitoring 
of the project, is one of the most important elements  
of project management that determines its success  
or failure [9]. 

So, there is a need to develop method that will enable 
an early detection of discrepancies in a project execu-
tion. Moreover, the method should determine the alter-
native variants that meet the goal of the project and 
avoid the estimated discrepancies. 

The stages of proposed method is presented in Fig. 6. 
 If for the assumed constraints there is no schedule (e.g. 
estimated cost of project is greater than available finan-
cial means), then with using of reverse way, the values 
of decision variables, which guarantee a project execu-
tion, are determined. 

The functionality concerning cost estimation is chosen 
as an example illustrating the idea of the proposed, 
implemented as RMPPP, approach. Exemplary alterna-
tive variant of project is presented in Fig. 7. It is deter-
mined if cost estimation indicates a lack of possibility 
for original project implementation by assumed con-
straints. The cost estimation is an additional constraint, 
into RMPPP is added and in form of CSP2n is de-
scribed.  

It is assumed, an assessment of activity completion,  
as well as a redetermination of an admissible solutions 
set follows in time unit h. Trajectory of project execu-
tion, distinguished by solid line, indicates cost of com-
pleted activities as well as activities in progress in first 

time unit. Approximating the cost function can be set 
its values in next time units. This is presented in Fig. 7 
by dashed line. An interval belongs to a set of admissi-
ble solutions that in form of rectangle is distinguished 
in Fig. 7. The size of set is connected with the domains 
of variables and the assumed constraints. The a interval 
depends on the order constraints between activities  
and project time horizon, so in result on slack time.  
The b interval depends on constraint concerning the 
financial means r1 in time unit h. 

If cost estimate is greater than assumed financial con-
straint (original variant), then alternative variant  
is sought that fulfils the assumed time (H) and financial 
(R1) constraints. If a set of admissible solutions is mul-
ti-elements, then the variants according to assumed 
criterion are assessed. The criterion may regard,  
for instance, minimisation of time or cost of the project 
execution. An example of the assessment is presented 
in Fig. 8.  

 
Figure 8. Example of variants evaluation 

(source: self study)
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The choice of a variant of the three depends on an as-
sumed by decision-maker criterion. If criterion con-
cerns the minimisation of time, then variant A is most 
profitable. In case of cost minimisation, variant C is 
most advantageous. For combined criterion, i.e. mini-
misation of time and cost with equal weights – all vari-
ants are equally advantageous. 

The advantages of proposed approach contain an ob-
taining of admissible solutions set in time unit h.  
In case of predictable difficulties with project execu-
tion, the approach enables a choice of alternative vari-
ant and in general the preventing to exceed the assumed 
constraints. This also refers to inability of some activi-
ties execution, and searching a possibility of project 
completion in another form. An example concerning 
the described approach is presented in next section. 

 
5 Illustrative examples 
 

The example aims to illustrate a possibility of CSP 
specification for decision problem of project prototyp-
ing. Problem in the straight and in the reverse way is 
formulated.  

 

5.1. Routine queries formulated in the straight 
way 

 
Example 1 

The project concerns a software implementation  
in sales field of trading company. The orderer has got 
software in sales, but it contains limited functionality 
and the integrity with other domains of software is not 
ensured. The required additional features include mak-
ing offer, registration of order, assignment the trade 
credit to customer, analysis of customer loyalty (fre-
quency of sales and payments), and assignment a few 
payment terms. 

The project contains seven activities: 
1) analysis of business processes, IT systems, database 

structure in the client company, 
2) new software installing, initial configuration  

and testing, 
3) customisation of standard software setting accord-

ing to the client requirements, 
4) customisation according to the untypical client re-

quirements and building interfaces to link software 
concerning different fields of enterprise activity, 

5) formulating a way of data migration, from previous 
software database to new one, 

6) final configuration and testing software, 
7) users training. 

The activity network diagram for considered project  
P = {A1, ..., A7} is presented in Fig. 9. 

 

 
 
 
 

Figure 9. Activity network of the project 
(source: self study) 

Operation times (in working hours) for the project are 
determined by using past experiences as follows: T = 
(16, 8, 16, 30, 16, 16, 60). In Fig. 9, the bolded arrows 
indicate the critical path with total time equals 124 
working hours.  

The software company can allocate for the project three 
employees: one programmer and two consultants. Pro-
grammer can work by activities A2-A6, in turn consult-
ants - activities A1 and A7. Thus, a number of resource 
dp1,j for activity j takes the form of the following se-
quence: Dp1 = (2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2). It is assumed  
that consultants can work independently and parallel  
by activity A1 and A7. In this case, all activities are 
critical, and total time equals 116 working hours.   

The analysis of the past completed projects, which 
belong to the same class as considered project, indi-
cates the linear relationship between cost and activity 
duration: dp2,j = 1 + 0,5·tj. This relation consists fixed 
cost (e.g. cost of stay by client), and variable cost 
(hourly rate). Thus, a number of financial resources 
dp2,j allocated to the activity j is in the following form: 
Dp2 = (9, 5, 9, 16, 9, 9, 31). Total planned cost of pro-
ject equals 88 monetary units (m.u.). A whole number 
of the resources at the starting moment of activity  
is allocated, and only at the moment of its completion 
can be released.  

The order constraints according to the activity network 
of the project and formulas (8), (9), and (10) are fol-
lowing:  

C1: s3 ≥ s1 + t1, C2: s3 ≥ s2 + t2, C3: s4 ≥ s1 + t1  
C4: s4 ≥ s2 + t2, C5: s5 ≥ s3 + t3, C6: s6 ≥ s4 + t4  
C7: s6 ≥ s5 + t5, C8: s7 ≥ s6 + t6 

Client sets the project completion at three weeks time 
(120 working hours – time horizon H = {0, 1, .., 120}), 
by budget equals 100 m.u. 

 

A7A1 A6 

A3

A4

A5 A2
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Figure 10. Gantt’s chart of project 
(source: self study) 

The considered problem belongs to the class  
of “straight” ones where for a given parameters de-
scribing the enterprise-project system the activities 
schedule is sought. It reduces to the following question: 
is there, and if so, what form does a schedule have that 
completion time does not exceed the deadline H,  
and that fulfils the resource constraints? Note that  
the answer to above-mentioned question is connected 
with determination of the starting time of the activity sj, 
where 0 ≤ sj < 120; j = 1, 2, ..., 7. 

The CSP-based reference model has been implemented 
in Oz Mozart [19]. Obtaining of the solutions took less 
than a second (the AMD Turion(tm) II Ultra Dual-Core 
M600 2,40GHz, RAM 1,75 GB platform has been 
used). The first admissible solution has the following 
form: S = (0, 0, 8, 24, 54, 70, 86). The project schedule 
fulfilled all constraints imposed by an enterprise capa-
bility and project requirements, is presented in Fig. 10. 

The usage level of financial means in the time horizon 
is illustrated in Fig. 11. 

 
Example 2 

After completion of the A1 and A2 activities, the rela-
tionship between cost and duration of activity is again 
determined: dp2,j = 2 + 0,6·tj.  

The sequence of the financial means can be described 
following: Dp2 = (9; 5; 11,6; 20; 11,6; 11,6; 38). Thus, 
total cost of the project equals 106,8 m.u. Other values 
of decision variables, their domains, as well as the con-
straints are the same as in Example 1. 

The considered problem also belongs to the class  
of “straight” ones, and it can be reduced to the follow-
ing question: is there, and if so, what form does  
a schedule have that completion time does not exceed 
the deadline H, and that fulfils the resource constraints?  

 

Figure 11. Gantt’s-like chart of the resource usage 
(source: self study) 

Similarly to the previous case the solution to the prob-
lem concerns the determination of the moments activi-
ties start their execution sj. The planned cost  
of the project (106,8 m.u.) exceeds the budget  
of the project (100 m.u.). In this case, the set of admis-
sible solutions is empty. That means there is no sched-
ule. Thus, there is still a possibility to reformulate  
the considered problem by stating it in a reverse way, 
i.e. the way aimed at searching for decision variables 
(e.g. duration of activity) guaranteeing that the comple-
tion  time  of  the  considered  project  will  not  exceed 
the assumed deadline H. Such case is considered  
in next subsection. 

 
5.2. Routine queries formulated in the reverse 

way 
 
Assumed the same activity network, time horizon, do-
mains of decision variables, and the constraints as  
in previous subsection, for straight way. Taking into 
account the kind of the considered software project,  
it is assumed that planned time of last activity (users 
training) is changed. This activity is connected with 
many factors (e.g. user’s perception, education, past 
experiences) that hinder an accurate estimation  
of the activity. Assumed the minimal duration of the A7 
activity equals 30 working hours. 

The considered problem can be reduced to the question: 
what duration of the A7 activity guarantees that com-
pletion time of the project does not exceed the deadline 
H, and the resources constraints? 

In order to response to this question the values  
of the activity duration t7 and its cost dp2,7 are sought.  
The admissible solutions is as follows t7 = {30, …, 48}.  
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Figure 12. Gantt’s chart of project according  

to criterion of time minimisation  
(source: self study) 

For assumed constraints and discrete values, 450 se-
quences of the S (the starting time of the activities) are 
determined. The obtained variants can be evaluated 
according to such criteria as time, cost or a number  
of required employees. If criterion concerns the mini-
misation of time or cost, then the optimal variant is  
for t7 = 30 working hours. Thus, total time equals 101 
working hours, and cost – 88,8 m.u. Gantt’s chart  
of project and usage of financial means for first admis-
sible solution is presented in Fig. 12 and 13. 

If criterion regards minimisation of required employees 
(programmer and consultants), then the solutions  
for t7 = {30, …, 34} are equally advantageous, because  
a slack time for the project equals 4 working hours. 
Gantt’s chart of project and usage of financial means 
for last admissible solution (t7 = 34) is presented  
in Fig. 14 and 15. The assumed domains of decision 
variables and constraints determine the possible values 
of sought parameters. 

Figure 14. Gantt’s chart of project according  
to criterion of employee’s minimisation  

(source: self study) 

 

Figure 13. Gantt’s-like chart of the resource usage  
according to criterion of time minimisation 

(source: self study) 

The result is a set of feasible solutions in time unit h. 
Note that the number of generated solutions depends 
not only on the knowledge base, but also on a user-
declared granularity of solutions in constraint pro-
gramming languages such as, for instance, ILOG or Oz 
Mozart [19]. 

 
6 Conclusions 
 
In the present, changeable business environment,  
the quickness of response to customer needs or pressure 
on innovation and the effective cost management de-
termine the success or failure in the struggle for market 
position. This forces more frequent and larger-scale 
changes in contemporary organizations. The answer  
to these new challenges is the application of the princi-
ples of project management.  
 

 Figure 15. Gantt’s-like ch art of the resource usage  
according to criterion of employee’s minimisation 

(source: self study)
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In case of projects carried out on a client order, errone-
ous estimation of expenditures and project deadlines 
may result penalties being accrued, as agreed upon  
in the contract or covering the costs with the compa-
ny’s own money. A wrong decision may worsen  
the liquidity of an enterprise or even lead to its bank-
ruptcy. In this situation, it seems extremely important 
to support the decision maker. 

The proposed approach assumes a kind of reference 
model encompassing open structure enabling to take 
into account different sorts of variables and constraints 
as well as to formulate straight and reverse kinds  
of project planning problems.  

Since a constraint can be treated as a logical relation 
among several variables, each one taking a value  
in a given (usually discrete) domain, the idea of CP  
is to solve problems by stating the requirements (con-
straints) that specify a problem at hand, and then find-
ing a solution satisfying all the constraints. Because  
of its declarative nature, it is particularly useful  
for applications where it is enough to state what has  
to be solved instead of how to solve it [1]. 

The advantages of the proposed approach include  
the possibility of the description of enterprise and pro-
ject management in terms of single knowledge base. 
Moreover, in the presented approach it is possible to 
obtain a set of feasible solutions in the different phases  
of the project life cycle. This is especially attractive  
in the absence of the possibility of continuing the pro-
ject in its original form and can support the decision 
maker in obtaining the alternative variants of the pro-
ject. 

Further research focuses on the presentation of the 
model reference for the project prototyping problem, 
when some activity cannot be completed. It should also 
include a comparison of the proposed approach to an-
other approach concerning considered field. Moreover, 
the further research can be aimed at carrying out verifi-
cation of the knowledge base of described object. 
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